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This book is a collection of short stories that capture the voices and often painful experiences of

immigrants and their children. Although the narrator and her family go through tough times and face

culture shock, hardships, and sometimes homesickness, they manage to overcome all obstacles

and try to make a life for themselves. The eleven stories are separated with plenty of extra activities

but are still connected, and the events are narrated in chronological order.
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This book is a series of stories written by the author basing on the real life. I really love this book

because it touched my heart with personal experiences that author described. All of us or

immigrants in general, we have to face difficult choices, new challenges, a new culture that we cope

with. " Choice is sacrificed" but we have to do it. I chose this book for my home library to be a

source of a great enjoyment. Now , for "the time for us", students here or international students who

want to learn, work and spend American life. All of you can bring it with you on your journey.

I love to read this novel because some part in this novel is the similar with my real life. Especially, in

chapter 7 and the last paragraph on page 80 that talk about "Tagrid's father doesn't drive and he

doesn't speak the language......!"Do you want to know more about what happened next? So you can

buy this novel now!!

I love to read this novel, it was describe about the immigrant jorney. This book demonstrating about



one family's life leaving thier hometown to start a new life in another county.They had through out

many obstacle to success life goal . This is a great book that I had never read before. I would

recommend to esl student should purchase this book to enhance the knowledge and English

language.

The author wrote this book which is base on real life. This book is helpful for me ðŸ’• I'm very

impressed with this story because it touches my heart. Actually, this story is the same my life, much

happy and interesting memories! In addition, it helps me improve my reading and writting skill

English ðŸ˜‰ I strongly recommend you read!- Binh Luong.

This book is very helpful,I like it. It can letme know some real life, and more interesting

thingshappened before. Eventhough I had some questions, but I found the answer in the back, also

it can help me more reading skills, and did some practice improved my writing skills. So it is very

worth for your reading. I hope someone will buy it .

I like to read this book because this book is author's real life. It is helpful for new immigrants to how

to handle something that they would face and teach you some American culture. No doubt, the story

is very interesting as well.

This books is one of the book that have a similar to my life because some of the stories that it has

refer to my life. There is more people that had passed by those situation which have made their

dream come true, for the reason that they haven't give up.

I am an ESL 6A student in Professor Dahi class--Yongxian Liang. I like this book a lot. I reminded

me a lot. As an ESL student, I had a lot similar experience in the US. Also, this book improve my

reading skill and give me confidence with my reading.
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